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Cenote Zapote profile sketch

(reprinted here), in the March 2012 the pit. they were growing toward
NSS News, and the April–June 2014 the light, guided by algae or moss on
issue of Underwater Speleology. My bet their outer edges. the light-seeking
is that they are biokarst, or construc- flora would have induced the pretive phytokarst. During the most cipitation of calcite either by simply
recent ice Age, sea level was such providing structural support or by
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that they would have been above consuming CO2, as plants do, thereby
water level in the cenote, growing
reducing the acidity of water
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would precipitate. A lot of surfac
tufa deposits grow in a similar wa
the fact that the bells are current
below the hydrogen sulfide laye
is not relevant to their origin, a
they grew initially in a moist, bu
not submerged, environment. th
flat bottom edges reflect the time
the rising water level reached eac
developing bell, and the horizont
ridges on their surfaces were like
added, either with or without bio
logical help, as they became sub
merged. Source: Bill Mixon, photo
reprinted from Activities Newslett
35, sketch profile from Underwat
Speleology.

in response to an environment
impact statement for a propose
fuel terminal and storage are
near a quarry at Playa del Carme
(http://app1.semarnat.gob.mx
dgiraDocs/documentos/qroo
estudios/2014/23Qr2014G000
.pdf), the Círculo espeleológic
Mayab and other conservatio
organizations pointed out that th
statement hardly mentioned cave
or the aquifer. The first figure show
the plan; the second figure show
numerous cave entrances and othe
karst features known to the Paamu
Grotto and other cavers in the are
Mario Zabaleta, one of the leade
in the conservation effort, learne
shortly before he died in Febru
ary 2015 that the project has bee
cancelled. Sources: Mario Zabelet
Peter Sprouse.

On April 28, 2015, a solitar
diver using a single tank was foun

Underwater formations in Cenote Zapote. Andreas Matthes.

